Allianz Insurance plc

Stolen Vehicle
Recovery
From TRACKER Network UK

Prevent vehicle theft with TRACKER’s stolen vehicle recovery system the most successful in the UK.

Nationally, 77% of vehicle theft
investigations are closed by
police with no suspect having
been identified.*

Your Special Offer

Product Range

As an Allianz customer, you have access to
£150 discount on the unit cost of TRACKER
Monitor, Locate and S5 Plus vehicle tracking
units. They use cutting edge technology
to allow police to recover vehicles fast.

We’ve partnered with TRACKER Network (UK) Ltd,
to offer discounted products which will help vehicle
recovery in the event of a theft.

To claim your £150 discount, please use code
ALLIANZ150 over the phone or via the TRACKER
website: www.tracker.co.uk

TRACKER Monitor – this product has a sophisticated
movement sensor, which notifies TRACKER if the vehicle
is moved without the ignition turned on. When TRACKER
is alerted to an illegal movement the owner is then
contacted to confirm whether the vehicle has been
stolen. On confirmation and when a crime reference
number is gained from the police, TRACKER will emit a
silent signal for the police to follow.
Monitor 1 year:
without discount £540
with discount
£390
Monitor 3 year:
without discount £810
with discount
£660

* https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/09/06/nine-ten-car-thieves-not-caughtnumber-vehicles-stolen-increases/

TRACKER Locate – like Monitor, this product
incorporates a sophisticated movement sensor
which notifies TRACKER if the vehicle is illegally moved.
The product also provides, jamming, counter measures,
making the system more resilient to thieves attempting
to stop the TRACKER communication system. The unit
incorporates two means of communicating the location
using Very High Frequency (VHF) and Global System for
Mobile (GSM) technology and three means of locating
a stolen vehicle using VHF, GSM and Global Positioning
System (GPS).
Locate 1 year:
without discount £661
with discount
£511
Locate 3 year:
without discount £961
with discount
£811
TRACKER S5 Plus – In addition to GPS, this system
uses unique VHF technology and meets insurance
requirements of the Thatcham Category S5 standard.
Driver tags are provided to identify authorisation to
drive the vehicle. If a tag is not present when the vehicle
is started an alert will be generated to the customer.
S5 Plus 1 year:
without discount £927
£777
with discount
S5 Plus 3 year:
without discount £1,257
with discount
£1,107

1. BMW X5
2. Mercedes-Benz C Class
3. BMW 3 Series
4. Mercedes-Benz E Class
5. BMW 5 Series
6. Range Rover Vogue
7. Land Rover Discovery
8. Range Rover Sport
9. Mercedes-Benz S Class
10. Mercedes-Benz GLE.
Please note: prices are subject to change and may vary
depending on site-specific circumstances. All prices are
subject to VAT.

Contact Information
To find out more about protecting
your fleet against theft, please speak
to your insurance broker.
TRACKER contact details:
T: 0845 604 6094
E: business@tracker.co.uk
www.tracker.co.uk
To find out more about our risk
management services, please visit:
www.allianz.co.uk/riskmanagement
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Additional benefits
Customers will have access to My TRACKER, a bespoke
website offering tools such as, journey reports, private
and business mileage and alerts for birthdays, security
breaches when on holiday and more. Available to
TRACKER Locate and S5 Plus only.

Top ten cars most frequently
stolen and recovered:*

* Source: https://www.tracker.co.uk/tracker-hub/news/tracker-reveals-return-bmw-x5most-stolen-and-recovered-vehicle-2018
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